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John Russon’s 

 John Russon wrote a significant work of understanding central abstractions of contemporary 
European philosophy, analyzing the very core aspect of human life. Starting from a careful 
examination of the nature of interpretation, embodiment, and memory, Russon stretches these linked 
phenomena in every moment in the human life: how each individual constructs his personality 
through family and social environment. Then he concentrates on the responses each receives from 
others of what we can do, which formulate the interpersonal system in an attempt to further extend 
ourselves to gather meanings into our most fundamental actions: sleeping, eating, having sex, etc. 
Next Russon defines a neurosis as the establishment of identities through the dissociation with others’ 
demand that soon develop the foundation of the interpersonal system. In conclusion, he emphasizes 
the importance of self-transformation by performing a therapy. 

Human Experience 

 From chapter one to five in the Human Experience

 After we acknowledge the world, a physical place where we stand, breathe, eat, and sleep, 
soon we realize that through our body we make these contacts with the world around us. Simply, 
body is our experience of “contact” and an opening into meaning. Russon further expands to an idea 
that “Embodiment and experiencing are thus inseparable, for it is how we are bodies that determines 
how there can be others for us” (26). Russon believes that once we begin to experience, we must 
have embodied in order to determine the shape of our initial sketch for the experience to approach. 
The intellectual part of ourselves perceives, thinks, and evaluates the experience; on the other hands, 
at the same time, our physical existence, standing on where that experience undergoes, encounters 
environment and builds up self-responses to it. Within this process of understanding the experience, 
we receive the meaning through a medium of body, which fundamentally expresses action. When the 
action becomes complicated, it develops into habit, a meaning from prior experience. As we collect 
the meanings, our body makes contact and raises an issue of intersubjectivity – a primary non 
subjectivity-objectivity; neither subject nor object can be separated in means of time and space. From 

, John Russon thoroughly explicates his 
three main points: how we perceive us and the world around us – subject and object – : how we 
interact with other non-material beings and how we response to them: from disassociating with 
others, when certain parts of a person cannot negotiate with the demands from his intersubjective 
parts, neurosis is formed. First he opens up the discussion of how we enter the world and shape it. He 
writes, “our experience is always interpretative: whatever perception we have of the world is shaped 
by our efforts to organize and integrate all of the dimensions of our experience in to a coherent world” 
(10). The interaction in reality starts with the events of meaning between subject-object pair. He 
believes that once we enter the world, a relationship between the world and ourselves is already exist. 
The world gives us an experience jointed with touch, feeling, movement, etc. We perceive these 
effects and examine, judge, and evaluate these features at the same time. Then we affect the world in 
return as we speak, express, and move. This phenomenon of interactions occurs all at the same time, 
because all experience encountered from both sides are inherently mediated by interpretation and 
time. The more we open and make an experience with the world, the more we learn to shape the 
object – a reflection of subject, we.  
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repeated habit, we experience a phenomenon, the memory. The memory is very significant that it 
maintains the experience of the past and helps us project it to the future as to adapt the situation with 
more sophisticated insight. Russon speaks, “Memory, whether implicit or explicit, is an act of present 
cognition in which we make explicit the identities of objects in terms of how they carry for us our 
commitments” (42). Memory outlines the blueprints for the upcoming experience. It gives 
information of how we sense the surrounding, and then it helps us behave in certain way by matching 
with a previous similar environment.  The memory has power to elaborate a past to be not simply a 
past; once remembered, the projection of the past into a current surrounding exists throughout the 
whole experience undergoing. The memory stays and overlaps with the on-going experience that 
memory only be differentiated when we acknowledge to save the understandings we wish to set aside 
from the experience. Nevertheless, all experience transformed into some type of memory and, in fact, 
come back as we encounter other surroundings continuously. 
 As we built how to approach to the world, we faces nonmaterial beings, others. We, humans, 
cannot be physically and mentally isolated because we are exposed and subsequently contact with 
others. Russon writes, “The family, then, has a natural logic of its own, and this logic is not as 
immediately apparent in contemporary society as it is in society where the family is taken to have 
greater claim to being the primary form of cooperative human endeavor” (64). The first others, a 
family, challenge us to define “we.” As the family can simply be defined as the group of familiars, 
we begin to question “who we are” in an attempt to specify where we are located in the boundary of 
intersubjective relations. The family is introduced as the first domain of humans, and it helps us how 
to become familiar with other people. As we grow our identities influenced by the fundamental logic 
cultivated within the family, we recognize that a predominant set of rule powerfully challenges the 
differences made from the real world value. With the precise understanding of the problem itself, we 
must remind ourselves that seeking recognition in the eyes of others is the key to understanding our 
freedom (141).  Because family defines propriety, a standard view for reality, we realize that our 
struggle purely represents our difficulty in establishing our eyes into theirs, knowing we are actually 
someone. From this repeated struggles, being someone generates a self-dissociation, a state of self-
challenge, and this phenomenon results a “neurosis.” Russon express, “We call it “neurosis” when 
this dissociation is a problem, when some sector of a person’s life cannot function compatibly with 
the demands of intersubjective life as developed in other sectors of that person’s life” (81). For 
example, if there is a possible upcoming threat, person becomes alert to any dangerous objects or 
actions. If the threat is repeated, person habituates himself to be aware of potential danger around 
him. Along this process, when the threat and actual casualty become immense, person is urged to 
cope with such pressures in order to survive. Even when the threat no longer continues, he accuses of 
any suspicious action in his surrounding to be potentially dangerous. Now he developed “a 
praiseworthy skill of self-defense, which is represented as a problematic form of unfair aggression” 
(82). Along the courses of action, a person is demanded to behave in certain way; his bodily 
components are forced to follow the propriety such that this progress cripples the personality. Russon 
believes that neurosis is mere one of the intersubjective interpretations arose from conflict – a 
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memory born from neurosis continuously afflicts the bodily and mental components of self, yielding 
aggressive behavior. 
 In the chapter six of the Human Experience

 John Russon greatly composed an immense understanding and a thorough analysis of our 
human experience into a book in exceptionally well organized texts. He writes from how we initially 
shape world to how we interact with the surroundings and to how we overcome our neurotic 
compulsion with an effort of performing therapy. This book, 

, Russon emphasizes the need of self-
transformation through a performance of therapy. Before engaging a therapy, we must understand the 
neurotic compulsion. Russon states, “The neurotic person experiences compulsions – the need to 
sleep, the need to fight, and so on” (128). The neurotic compulsion is the basic condition rooted from 
the propriety set by family embodied [in our habits] to our physical being, in which the memories of 
our struggles to intersubjective life challenge our most primitive needs and desires: to eat, to sleep, to 
have sex, etc. However, not bewildered, the neurotic compulsions are not removed. Through a 
cautious self-transformation, a therapy helps us to advance by comprehending a potential insight 
from the cause of struggle, for we develop ourselves from what possibly can be attained and move on. 
Such progress of struggle motivates us to understand, to grow, to change, and to self-overcome for 
the self-transcendence. A therapy is an effort to enter the state of self-transcendence in order to 
understand and develop from customary experiences (128). Therapy arouses a sense of freedom as it 
encourages us to self-overcome the conflicts we experience with others. From the practices of 
therapy, we essentially cure and care our distress underlying the very compulsion, and therefore we 
solve the neurotic conflict and become better us. With an effort to self-transform, the therapy is 
performed in manner of a self-critique that individual pursues in order to develop oneself and 
advance. 

Human Experience

Work Cited 

, fundamentally 
issues a critical thinking that we should pursue the therapy in every moment in our lives. Without a 
concept of self-transcendence, we often lose ourselves or act aggressively, in order to protect 
ourselves, as we confront the core conflict of who we are in the eyes of others. Fear eats people, and 
when we are crippled by it, we push away from the therapy even before giving it a chance. However, 
the conflict continuously challenges us because it follows us as long as we are able to indicate others. 
At some point we begin to change ourselves in an attempt to seek for the freedom. Once we are 
triggered, the process of self-overcoming and self-transformation takes place; we have encountered 
the process of therapy. John Russon composes an incredible insight into a text and knowledge, and 
from the careful analysis of how we approach the world, he coins the therapy, a process of neurotic 
self-transcendence. 

Russon, John. Human Experience. Albany NY: State University of New York Press, 2003. Print. 
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from another paper to guide you in your rewrite.  You MUST also read “Summary of Human 
Experience,” on the website.  It will make your rewrite MUCH easier.  Based on the work you 
did here and reading “Summary of Human Experience,” you should be able to easily

Comments: You need to discuss our basic co-creative erotic-linguistic nature (affective vulnerability 
that is given form in meaning/language/gesture/behavior).  Show more clearly how the undeniable 
features of human experience revealed in phenomenological analysis, (namely, interpretive co-
creation of identity and subsequent self-overcoming motivated by the demands of others and the 
distress of incompatible narratives/meanings) inevitably give rise to distress that motivates change 
and growth in meaningfulness.  Then show how this reveals the immanent norm for judging human 
practices (provides a way to guide us in how to pursue genuine therapy, education, and an ethical life 
that leads to reciprocity, mutual recognition, the Golden Rule).  Such a phenomenological “aletheia” 
or disclosure or revelation with regard to the basic emancipatory drive in human beings (to overcome 
debilitating neuroses and to pursue the openness to one’s possibilities) in the Bildungs-process 
suggests that the very core of what freedom is, is to be sufficiently motivated, developed, and skilled 
to really pursue one’s possibilities.  Self-transcendence is our fundamental nature, the freedom to 
redefine ourselves and our world, the capacity to “rehabituate” ourselves, inhabit a new world, re-
world.  Self-transcendence is the imminent or inherent characteristic of human experience and 
provides a “logic” by which we can judge human practices in terms of health, wholeness, and 
fulfillment.  Freedom is the capacity, in the context of intersubjective support, for moving toward 
human fulfillment.  What fulfillment is or looks like is always unknown because it lies beyond the 
enabling horizons that open on to this possibility.   
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